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“Dealing with network executives
is like being nibbled to death by
ducks.”
-Eric Sevareid

Celebrity
Demolition
Derby!
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Come one, come all, to the
third annual Special Vehices
Demolition Derby! The event
will be held this weekend in
the sunshine of Labor Day
weekend at McClain State
Park. Admission is $15 for
adults, $9 for children under
the age of 12, and free for infants whose parents are willing to scar them for life.
The Derby will be split into
many competitive categories. First will be Standard
Small Vehicles: entrants include Scooby and Shaggy
with their Mystery Mobile,
the car from Vanishing Point,
Ron Weasely with his flying
Ford Anglia, and the killer Gaga-Beyonce duo in their take
on the Pussy Wagon.
Gaga and Knowles are heavily favored, though a close
second is the meddling kid
with his dog. For obvious
technical reasons, Weasely
has been banned from us...see DAS EERC on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like high speed loggin’ trucks!

Hostage Situation at Disney Channel
By Sam Schall ~ Daily Bull

At 8:00 am yesterday, in Burbank California, the headquarters of Disney channel
was put into lockdown when local and
state police were posted at all exits to
the building. By 7:00 pm that, everything
had been handled, those responsible
dealt with, and reporters were finally
given some information.

and the police arrived to handle the
lockdown-quickly-turned-hostage
situation. They called into the building
where they found out the two young
stars’ demands.

The two wanted their talent back,
claiming it to have been stolen by Miley
Cyrus, Selena Gomez and Demi Lovato.
It was repor ted that two women Lindsey and Hilary obviously were too
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They just wanna be a girl, do what a girl does, and
drink themselves silly. Disney does that to girls...
han and Hilary
mentioned in
Duff. Both were carrying large bags of a their demands. Actually, the only talent
questionable fashion and yelling about that had ever walked through the doors
demands. When questioned about any of Disney channel had belonged to Walt
drugs in their systems and their personal Disney himself, who should be turning
sanities, Lindsey and Hilary promptly in his grave right about now because of
each pulled out a hand gun.
the bad talent broadcasted in his name.
The building was officially in lockdown It took later that evening for the police

...see Fresh Tea on back

We must be swift as the coursing river...

Michigan Tech Follows Trend: More
Obvious Signs Posted
By Jon “Big O” Mahan ~ Daily Bull

Following their posting of signs at Michigan Tech crosswalks saying “Only
cross when traffic is clear”, MTU has begun placing similar signs all over
campus, directing people to other common sense actions. At the bottom
of Wadsworth Hill reads a sign that says “Only walk up hill if attempting to
reach higher elevation”.
This is not all. They’re everywhere. Just a few that
I’ve seen include “only eat
in the dining hall if hungry,
or if you just want to eat
food.”, “Enter building
only when door is open”
and it’s partner sign “Only
open door if it is closed.”,
and my personal favorite
“Flush toilet to send waste
on to new places”. I love
how they worded that
one. It’s got me thinking.
Where else might they
have put signs? This quickly became an undercover
...see wet when wet on back
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A much anticipated round will be Hy- 2:00 on Sunday, barring tardiness
David Olson !Overdrive!
perpowered and Hyper-Terrestrial. from participants (Kenobi anticipates
Liz Fujita, Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks, Simon Mused, Jon “Big-O”
Mahan, Alec Hamer, John Pastore, Matt Villa, Mary Kennedy, Ruben
Garcia, Kiri Kennedy, Benjamin Loucks, Lauren Allen, Stephen
Optimus Prime, in semi truck form, a great deal of intergalactic traffic
Whittaker, Sam Schall, Sandra Custer, Frank McGuire, Mike Cardwell,
Bryne Judy, and “Let’s get down to Business!”.
may lose his cool against Batman’s from his supporters) or likely forfeits
Batmobile. “Bruce has been sending by competitors (Ron looked unsteady
©2010 by the Daily Bull, a non-profit organization. All rights reserved.
Articles may be freely distributed electronically or on late night talk
shows provided credit is given, and that this notice is included. The
taunts to Optimus all week via Twit- at last glance).
Daily Bull reserves the right to refuse any advertisements or guest
articles without reason. All opinionated letters sent to the editor (on
paper or to bull@mtu.edu) will be treated as material to be published
book,” said a spokesbat. Of more
unless expressly stated otherwise by the sender. Original works
printed in the Daily Bull remain the property of the creator, however
concern to the two, however, is Obi- There will be far more participants
the Daily Bull reserves the right to reprint any submissions in future
issues unless specifically asked not to do so by the creator. If you
keep reading this small text, you’ll beat a dead hooker.
Wan Kenobi’s X-wing, which survived than those listed above; feel free to
more crash landings than any other begin placing bets and choosing a
The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
Derby entrant.
vehicle to cheer for.
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Stu-
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dent Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

More contestants to watch for: the For those wondering, yes there will
car from Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, be food provided for people of all
James Bond in a yet-unrevealed car, races, universes, and dietary needs.
and the Pope Mobile.

... wet when wet from front

report, with me carefully finding and cataloging every amazing sign I could.
It amazed me to what ends the lawyers and Tech went, making sure nobody
could sue them or get hurt. On doors you can see “Warning: When slammed
in face, may be painful”, “Open when door is not closed” and “People have
used this before”.
It’s amazing what they’ve done with those signs. Everywhere and all over the
place, they’re pasted. I walked through the girls floor dorms in Wadsworth
hall, and before entering it read. “Warning: Girls are here, if you are a CS major,
do not make eye contact.”. I found it interesting when I went to walk outside
there was another sign. “Warning: Sunlight burns. CS majors advised to use
tunnels.” Holy crap! We have tunnels!? Oh yeah they build them last year.
Despite all these obvious signs for people to, or not to, do certain things, it
never stops people. Im not sure what’s a worse sign, the fact that tech has
to make signs for things like “If trying to get to class, moving is a good idea”
or if, somehow, someone here always manages to find a way to still disobey
it and require another sign. Whatever you do, first-years, do not challenge
the logging trucks. Unless you like pancakes. A lot.
... Fresh Tea from front

to get into the building and search it – only to discover that it was empty
because nobody wants to work for a has-been corporation. When the police
and SWAT team found Lindsay and Hilary, they had found the cafeteria’s bar
and proceeded to drink until they passed out, proving once again how much
idiots they are and that their intelligence dried up long ago.
The bags they were reported to have been seen with were simply their
overly large purses with tiny dogs in them and the handguns were actually
toys bought from the Wal-Mart down the street. When questioned why they
had tried to hold up Disney, they answered by throwing up in the faces of
their lawyers, passing out once again.
The two celebrities will be prosecuted, Chief of Police said, and their sentence will most likely end up being probation time and volunteer work for
the next two weeks. With any luck for humanity, it will all be on an isolated
island where we will all proceed to forget about them again.
You! Yes you! Can you write? Can you read? Like to do stupid stuff? Then come to
our meetings! Do it! Every wednesday in Walker144! OMIGOD it’s like, so amazing. you should be there!
Don’t like committment? Don’t worry! Send in guest articles to us! We’ll publish
them! they’re totally cool! Got any other ideas for the bull? Think of an awesome
article but can’t write about it for whatever reason? Think of an AMAZING Pile
topic you want done? Then send it on in! We wont kill you for sending us stuff so
go ahead! But going to meetings is so much cooloer. Be there!

